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Patents

Trademarks

• A right to exclude
others from
manufacturing,
selling, or using your
invention for a number
of years.

• Any name, symbol,
figure, letter, word, or
mark adopted and
used by a
manufacturer or
merchant in order to
designate his or her
goods or services and
to distinguish them
from those
manufactured or sold
by others.

Copyrights
• The legal right to
exclusive publication,
production, sale, or
distribution of a
literary, musical,
dramatic, or artistic
work.

1a. Not understanding the differences between
provisional, utility, and design patents.

Type of Patent

Protects

Average time until
examination?

Expect to pay
(attorney fees + costs)

Length of protection

Utility

How something works

3 years

$8,000 - 12,000

20 years from date of filing
application*

Provisional

1 year grace period to file a
utility patent application

Not examined, but must
"support" utility

$4,000 - $6,000

1 year "grace period"

Design

How something looks

1 year

$2,000 +

14 years from date of issue

2. Not doing a prior art search or trademark search
before filing a patent or trademark application.
Prior Art Search

Trademark Search

Looks for issued patents, published
patent applications, and products on
the marketplace that are similar to
yours.

Are there names identical or similar
to mine that are already registered on
products or services similar to mine?

Prior Art Searches are not perfect.
Everything cannot be found.

Usually safer to file “intend to use”
and see if you get the trademark
before opening your business.

Use a Prior Art Searching company
that ONLY does prior art searches; Do
NOT use invention submission
companies who will give you a
“package deal” that includes a prior
art search and a patent application.

Patentability Assessments can be paid for,
but remember, they are good only for the
laws that exist at the time of the
assessment – not at the time of
examination.

When a business begins, much of its value is in its inventory,
people, and ideas.

Then, hopefully it gets some patents on its ideas, at which point the
patents may become the most valuable asset of the business

Over time, the brand recognition for a business name
may become the single most valuable asset a company has.

So, why not do it correctly from the start?

Rank

Name

TM Value
($B)

Market Cap
Value($B)

% value
in TM

Google

$44 B

$164B

27%

Microsoft

$43 B

$204B

21%

Wal-Mart

$34 B

$184B

19%

IBM

$33 B

$199B

17%

Vodafone

$31 B

$138B

24%

Bank of America

$31 B

$109

28%

GE

$31 B

$197B

16%

Apple (computers)

$30 B

$307B

10%

Wells Fargo

$29 B

$143 B

20%

AT&T

$29 B

$182 B

16%

Key
Point:
For large
companies, their
Trademark is a
significant part
of their total
value.

4. Assuming that a trademark has to
describe the business or its product.
1 Fanciful:
Y
2 Arbitrary:

Xerox, Google, Polaroid, Kleenex, M&M’s, Kodak, Exxon. (No
common meaning, made-up the word)
Apple, Sun (computers), Shell (gasoline), Delta (airline, faucets,
insurance), (common word with no connection to goods or services)

Y
3 Suggestive:

Microsoft, Citibank, Jaguar (cars), Greyhound (bus line), Nike
(Goddess of Victory), Reebok (Dutch spelling of gazelle), iPad,
Walkman.

4 Descriptive:

Sharp (TV), Windows (Microsoft), International Business
Machines, Digital (computers).

5

“Drones” as a brand of drone (or 1-4 that was allowed to
become generic over time, for example, “aspirin”, “Just
Google that word”, let’s “photoshop” that picture).

Generic:

5. Disclosing an invention without first filing a
provisional patent application.
Safe Invention Practice:
Disclosure

1/1/2013

Provisional

12/31/2013

Utility(effective filing date of 1/1/2013)
With proper support, the
utility application “reaches back”
and takes the provisional filing date
as a “priority date”.

Disclosure = offer to sell, showing at trade show, YouTube video, selling on
eBay, showing to potential investors.

1

File the Provisional Patent Application BEFORE
disclosure.

2

Have a solid, well-written provisional application prepare
so that the provisional SUPPORTS a utility patent
application.

3

File the Utility Patent Application within 1 year of the
provisional filing date.

Is it a business or a hobby? Business are created to make money, hobbies are for
fun. If your invention is just a hobby, sure, try to do it yourself, but don’t expect to
succeed.
Mistakes made with IP applications are often not “discovered” until years after
filing, and you may lose potential patent and trademark rights during this time.

You can’t bluff forever: Seasoned investors will look carefully at your business plan, your
experience, your intellectual property, your product development team, etc. , so why not
do it right the first time?

As the inventor, what is a good use of your time? Successful inventors focus on
what they do best and hire professionals for the rest. Ex) Inventors are not always
the best salespeople for their inventions.

7. Common copyright misconceptions.

I get a powerful
copyright just by
creating
something

• Truth: You do get a copyright,
but one that is very hard to
successfully litigate. You need a
registered copyright to sue
under statutory damages.

A copyright can
give me worldwide
protection on
ideas.

• Truth: A copyright gives you
protection over art – not ideas.
• Truth: A US copyright is
honored by most but not all
countries.

7b. What should you consider copyrighting? Why get
a registered copyright?

What should
inventors
consider
copyrighting?

Copyright
Lawsuits

• Websites (before and after putting online)
• Brochures and other Advertising
Materials
• Packaging
• Owner’s Manuals

• Loser usually has to pay some attorney’s
fees and court costs
• Statutory Damages of up to $150,000 per
infringement for knowing and willful
infringement.

1. When you are a start-up, you should educate yourself on the best business entity
structure, but don’t go overboard and creating multiple levels of corporations before
you have ever sold a single product.
2. When you give away equity in your company, you need to consider:
A. Are there alternatives, such as delayed compensation, borrowing $, etc.?
B. You may be violating securities laws in giving equity for services or loans.

C. Future $$$$ investors may be scared away by earlier equity deals you did for $.
D. Were any of your early equity deals done with “bad actors” under Rule 506? Will
the future investors want to be “partners” with your first round of equity recipients?
E. Were your earlier equity deals dilutable?
F. Giving away small chunks of equity adds up quickly.

License
• License is a “rental” of your IP
• “You have the rights to make and
sell products covered by this
patent in California for one year. I
get $25,000 up front, and you pay
me 3% of gross sales per year.
• Considerations:
• Exclusive or Non-exclusive
• Territory
• Royalties
• Accounting Period
• Audit Rights
• Ending, Renewal, and
Termination of the License

Assignment (Selling Your IP)
• Assignment is a sale
• “You give me $500,000, I’ll give you
the patent.”
• Less common than licensing
because the assignee is less likely
to pay a decent price with an
unproven invention, and once you
have “proven” the sales ability of
the invention, you probably don’t
want to sell it anyway.

9. Assuming that a US patent or trademark
protects them across the entire world.
Foreign Patents must be filed:
•Directly in the foreign country
•Buy yourself time with a Patent Cooperation Treaty (PCT)
filing C

Foreign Trademarks can be filed:
•Directly in the foreign country
•En masse through the Madrid Protocol

Key Factors:
•Number of People in the Country
•Average Income per Person
•Geographic and/or Cultural Factors: Will they
buy your product?
•Enforcement of Intellectual Property: Will that
country enforce your IP?

10. Not understanding claims: the difference

between a good and bad utilitypatent.

A Patent gives you the right to
exclude others from making,
using, or selling the invention.

A patent is enforceable only in
the country where you have the
patent.

4 Take-Away
Items you should
remember

To infringe a patent, you must
infringe one claim of the patent.

To infringe a claim, you must
infringe every element of the
claim.

Your Invention

Patent 1: Narrow Claims

• A drone body that
includes:
• 2 U-shaped legs
• 4 Props
• A Battery with Battery
Receptacle
• A Camera with Gimbal
• A Solar Panel

2 U-shaped
legs.

4 Props

Claim 1: A Drone
Body Comprising

A Battery with
Battery
Receptacle
A Camera with
Gimbal

A Solar Panel

Your Invention
• A drone body that includes:
• 2 U-shaped legs
• 4 Props
• A Battery with Battery
Receptacle
• A Camera with Gimbal
• A Solar Panel

Patent 2: Broad Claims
2 U-shaped
legs.
Claim 1: A Drone Body
Comprising

2 or more legs and a
camera.

Claim 2: A Drone Body
Comprising

3 or more propellers and
a battery.

Claim 3: A Drone Body
Comprising

3 or more propellers, a
battery, a camera, and 2
or more legs.

Claim 4: The Drone Body
of Claim 3, additionally
Comprising

A solar panel.
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